NATURAL STYLING

INSPIRING CREATIVITY • RESILIENT HOLD • HUMIDITY RESISTANT • SPEED DRY TIME

Natural sugars and corn starch provide strong, flexible hold and anti frizz. Let nature help you find your inner artist and make styling easy. Surface makes heat good for your hair while styling. No petroleum, plastic or PVP/VA.
CRAVE
STYLING PASTE
- Texturize
- Define
- Matte Finish
- Control
- Seals Color
- Use Wet/Dry
- Humidity Resistant

BLISS
SMOOTHING CREAM
- Smooth
- Shine
- Control
- Seals Color
- Use Wet/Dry
- Body
- Humidity Resistant

PURIFY
WEEKLY SHAMPOO
- Deep Gentle Cleansing
- Purification
- Remove: Hard water, unwanted minerals,
- Chlorine
- Sulfate Free
- Great Face and Body Wash

REMOVE UNWANTED:
- Minerals
- Chlorine
- Medications
- Environmental build up of heavy oils and styling plastics

SALON USE:
- Deep Treatment and prior to chemicals.

HOME USE
- May be used daily/weekly and alternated with other Surface shampoos.

Target Specific Chelators remove only unwanted elements, leaving hair color, protein and moisture intact and healthy. Gentle enough to use daily!
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REFLECT STYLING GEL
- Hold
- Volumize
- Shine
- Control
- Seals Color
- Set Curls
- Humidity Resistant

PUSH STYLING POWDER
- Root Lift
- Texture
- Volume
- Thicken
- Matte
- Body

THEORY STYLING SPRAY
- Fast Dry
- Flexible
- Lasting Hold
- Shine
- Seals Color
- Thermal
- Humidity

THEORY FIRM STYLING SPRAY
- Firm Hold
- Flexible
- Fast Dry
- Shine
- Seal Color
- Thermal
- Humidity Resistant

Surface
HAIR HEALTH ART

CERTIFIED ORGANIC BOTANICALS • SULFATE FREE • GLUTEN FREE • PARABEN FREE • VEGAN • COLOR VITA-COMPLEX • SURFACEHAIR.COM
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SWIRL SEA SALT SPRAY
- Beach Waves
- Texture
- Volume
- Wet or Dry

IMPULSE FINISHING SPRAY
- Fast Dry
- Flexible
- Lasting Hold
- Shine
- Seal Color
- Thermal
- Humidity Resistant

TAFFY WHIP STYLING TAFFY
- Texturize
- Sculpt
- Flexible Curls
- Long and Short
- Straight or Curly

JUMP VOLUME MOUSSE
- Volume
- Root Boost
- Control
- Curl Form
- Firm Hold

COLOR VITACOMPLEX
CERTIFIED ORGANIC BOTANICALS • SULFATE FREE • GLUTEN FREE • PARABEN FREE • VEGAN • COLOR-VITA-COMPLEX • SURFACEHAIR.COM
SHIFT SHINE WAX

- Polish
- Separate
- Define
- Shine

Shift your style. Indulge in the shine from Babassu Oil, and create with the hold of Aloe Vera fibers.

SHIFT MOLDING CLAY

- Sculpt
- Define
- Matte
- Firm Hold

Shift your style. Mold, sculpt and hold your hair with natural Corn Starches and Guar Gum.

SHIFT SHAPING WAX

- Sculpt
- Shape
- Define
- Medium Hold

Shift your style. Shape and sculpt naturally with the fibers of Flax Seed and the lasting hold of Guar Gum.